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Nashville ABCA Convention

16 unique products are
tremendous advances for
game of baseball.

By LOU PAVLOVICH, JR.
Editor/Collegiate Baseball
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Sixteen
innovative products at the recent American
Baseball Coaches Association convention
trade show in Nashville were awarded
Best of Show certificates by Collegiate
Baseball.
There were 63 nominations submitted
to Collegiate Baseball for the contest
which showcases the top new baseball
products of 2015.
The 72nd ABCA Convention in
Nashville featured a record 327 companies
that exhibited their products in the
massive 145,000 square feet exhibit hall
at the Opryland Hotel.
Now in its 17th year, the Best of
Show awards from Collegiate Baseball
See AMAZING, NEW, Page 5

REMARKABLE PRODUCT — Baseball Nutrition Institute has produced a web
site and smart phone app that every baseball player can utilize which is packed
with information, videos and recipes. It is one of 16 impressive products named
Best of Show by Collegiate Baseball at the recent ABCA trade show.

National Umpire Coordinator Alarmed At Profanity Laced Tirades In Game

Ejections Up 35% Over 2014 Total In Division I
Prolonged arguing
suspensions drop
from 45 to 5 after
umps warn coaches.
By LOU PAVLOVICH, JR.
Editor/Collegiate Baseball

N

ADDRESSING PROBLEM — National Umpire Coordinator
George Drouches feels warnings might slow down ejections.

ASHVILLE, Tenn. —
Head coaches in NCAA
Division I were ejected
35 percent more during the 2015
season than the year before,
according to records tabulated
by George Drouches, NCAA
Division I Baseball National
Coordinator.
It may have been the biggest
spike in head coach ejections in
the history of college baseball
from one year to the next as 150
coaches were tossed last season.
Speaking at the American
Baseball Coaches Assn. Division
I Business Meeting, Drouches
outlined an alarming lack of
respect for umpires.
“Quite frankly, many of the
ejections were caused by bad
behavior from baseball coaches,”
said Drouches.
“Arguments with umpires have
escalated to being laced with
profanity. All umpires try to do

is call games to the best of their
ability and enhance the game.
And they aren’t perfect. But when
a coach confronts an umpire with
profanity, he isn’t leaving that
official much of a choice other
than ejecting him.
“Nobody likes to see ejections.
It isn’t good for anybody.
“Umpires have been at fault too
because in many cases they didn’t
know how to handle situations
that keep escalating. We are all
in this together, and our goal is to
minimize ejections in the game.
I used to coach, and I understand
when a coach gets ramped up
because of a questionable call.
“But it is important for coaches
to make a point with an umpire
and then move on.
“The language in the reports
I received was frankly abhorrent
with the amount of swearing that
went on. Once I receive a report,
I forward it on to the appropriate
athletics director and a baseball
liaison at the conference office.
When they read a report that is
laced with profanity, I am sure
they aren’t too pleased.
“I am trying to get some
accountability so profanity laced
tirades are drummed out of the
game.”

Inside Collegiate Baseball
Louisville Slugger All-Americans
Top high school players heading
into 2016 season are named in
our extensive annual list/Page 12

Top High School Teams In USA
Collegiate Baseball gives its annual
pre-season rundown on top prep
teams that are loaded /Page 22

Drouches was asked if there
has been an increase in redlining
or firing of umpires because of the
35 percent increase in ejections.
“No, not really because we
don’t allow that. Honestly, there
are very few bad umpires in
NCAA Division I.”
Drouches said having a
mandatory warning given to
coaches before ejections may help
ease this problem.
“Suspensions and ejections
are up in all NCAA Divisions. In
talking to coaches, I have asked
how we can rectify the situation
so that professional relationships
between coaches and umpires can
take place once again.
“There were a couple of things
that came up. One was that a
warning should be issued prior
to ejecting a coach. I believe
that will help. The reason I say
that is that we only had five
prolonged arguing suspensions
called on coaches which resulted
in a 2-game suspension for those
coaches. The year prior, that
number was 45. After coaches
were ejected, coaches were told
that if they keep arguing, they
would be suspended two games
See ABCA, Page 9

Web Site: www.baseballnews.com
Top H.S. Players State-By-State
Outstanding 2016 prep players in
every baseball playing state of the
union showcased by CB/Page 18
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Amazing, New Products Garner ‘Best Of Show’
Continued From Page 1

encompass a wide variety of
concepts and applications that are
new to baseball.
Beyond closely examining
each nomination that came in, the
selection committee spent more
than 20 hours evaluating products
in the exhibit hall.
A number of superb products just
missed being named winners.
Here are the winners chosen by
Collegiate Baseball’s Best of Show
selection committee.
Baseball Nutrition Institute
The Baseball Nutrition Institute
is the first on-line and mobile appbased nutrition system that brings
the expertise of sports nutritionists
to baseball players across the
country.
The pros and elite NCAA
Division I schools invest heavily
in sports nutritionists because
properly fueled athletes are vital
for top performances.
Now, college and high school
baseball players can tap into a
remarkable body of information
that is packed with numerous
on-line videos and downloadable
content and is designed to precisely
show ball players how to gain
weight properly or lose pounds.
The Baseball Nutrition Institute
is a one-stop-shop for athletes,
their families and coaches to learn
how to build an individualized
nutrition system from nutrition
professionals.
This system eliminates fad
diets or dangerous performance
enhancements.
The Baseball Nutrition Institute
gives strategies to determine player
energy, hydration and macronutrient
needs; how to eat before, during
and after games and training;
delicious snacks and meals for
busy lifestyles; better brands;
how to safely navigate the sports
supplement market; how to eat on
the road; what to order at 30 of the
most popular fast-food and other
restaurants and much more.
Proper nutrition allows for better
heightened focus and concentration,
increased energy levels, faster gains
from training, improved endurance,
quicker recovery times, fewer days
sidelined by illness, reduced risk
of injury, increased muscle mass,
reduced body fat and long-term
health.
There are 12 different modules
within the program, including:
 How to use the Performance
Institute.
 Keys to success.
 Energy & hydration.
 Macronutrients & ViTL
Plate.
 Pre-exercise nutrition.
 Nutrition during exercise.
 Post-exercise nutrition.
 Body composition & weight
management.
 Supplements & ergogenic
aids.
 Recipes.
 Special topics, FAQs, &
more.
 Ask questions & give
feedback.
The individual cost of this
program is $49 per player. Team
discounts are available which drop
the cost to $29 per player while
coaches receive the program for
free.
You must purchase the product
on their web site which gives you
a user name and password. Then
you can download the app for
your cell phone on the App Store
or Google Play which allows you
to tap into this information on a
mobile phone.
Once you pay for this, you have

access to the information forever.
There is no yearly fee.
For more information, go to their
web site at www.vitlnutrition.com/
#!baseball/c10fo or contact Scott
Littlefield at Scott@ViTLnutrition.
com or call (206) 920-1973.
JUGS Changeup Machine
One of the most difficult pitches
a hitter faces is a well thrown
changeup.
An exceptional new pitching
machine has just been made by
JUGS Sports which addresses this
important need.
This machine will revolutionize
how hitting practices are done. It
has a remote control on a keychain
which changes speeds from a
fastball to changeup at the touch of
a button. The remote can be pressed
near the machine, by the hitter or in
the dugout.
In addition, a manual changeup
button is located on the control
panel of the machine as well.
At a realistic ball delivery
height of 64 inches off the ground,
the motor sound doesn’t change
when it is going from a fastball
to a changeup or back again to a
fastball.
So there is no way for a batter to

JUGS CHANGEUP MACHINE
know what pitch is coming toward
the strike zone. And unless the hitter
is balanced, he will fail miserably at
hitting the changeup after fastballs
have been delivered. While the
fastball will be in one location of
the strike zone, the changeup will

drop lower which causes another
issue for hitters.
Fastballs can be fired at 70 mph
with this machine and changeups
as low as 50 mph.
All you do to simulate a 90
mph fastball or higher is move
the machine closer to the batter to
reduce the reaction time.
JUGS President Butch Paulson
invented this marvelous machine
after refining it over a 3-year
period. The genesis of the idea took
place 10 years prior.
“Michael Conforto, a former
All-American at Oregon St. who
now is in pro ball with the Mets,
was the first player to ever bat off
our prototype,” said Paulson.
“He is an extremely polished
hitter, and he was fooled. He then
made contact as pitches went from
fastball to changeup. But he was
impressed with how tough it was
to hit against it. Then another batter
wanted to try it out. There were a
lot of 4-letter words that started
flying. But the coaches loved what
they were seeing.
“It not only is fun to bat against
but is a great training machine.
Batting practice isn’t automatic any
more. You can’t get into a rhythm

with a machine like this.”
The swivel design base provides
360 degree movement for fly balls,
pop-ups and ground balls.
For fly balls, the machine also
allows balls to fly the full distance.
When you change it to changeup
speed, fly balls are considerably
shorter which forces outfielders to
sprint to catch the ball. They are on
their toes since they have no idea
how far balls will travel.
The machine retails for $1,995
and has a 5-year guarantee on
all moving parts except the
control panel which has a 2-year
guarantee.
For more information, go on the
internet to www.jugssports.com or
call (800) 547-6843.
The Strike Plate
The Strike Plate is a steel pitching
target trainer which has rubberized
plastic target covers to protect
thrown baseballs.
It automatically trains a pitcher
to throw the ball precisely to the
four corners of the strike zone and
away from the middle of the zone.
Other products are set up behind
the plate where a catcher catches

See NEW PRODUCTS, Page 6
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New Products Will Help Pitchers With Control
Continued From Page 5

the ball. The Strike Plate is set up
on the front of home plate which is
where umpires call balls and strikes
as pitches enter the strike zone.
This superb training devise takes
away the illusion of accuracy. If you
are missing the target even a little,
you will know it immediately.
The judges fell in love with this
device because you are not aiming
at a large catcher’s mitt. You focus
on a small ball-size target and try to
hit it over and over again.
Invented by Doug Besherse,
he has spent the majority of his
life hitting targets and teaching

THE STRIKE PLATE
others how to hit targets. He was
a collegiate pitcher and catcher in
Central Florida.
Professionally, Besherse spent
the last 25-plus years working
and participating in the shooting
sports industry where he excels in
shooting equipment without the aid
of an aiming device or sight.
Aim small, miss small is a well
known saying among marksmen.
By reducing the size of the area
aimed at, the area size for targets
missed is reduced as well.
The Strike Plate took decades
to refine.
This is not simply a pitching
target. It is a new method in the
development of pitchers which
helps pitchers to refine their
command.
It costs $124.99 and can be
obtained on www.amazon.com,
www.ebay.com or by phone at
(931) 732-4277.
For more information, go to their
web site at www.TheStrikePlate.
com
V-Flex Sighting System
Collegiate Baseball did an indepth story on elite Navy SEAL
snipers last spring in the Feb. 6
edition and how their training
correlates to pitching.
The most skilled SEAL snipers
can hit a target a mile away.
But pitchers have problems
hitting their spots 60 feet 6 inches
away. According to Inside Edge,
Major League pitchers in 2014
only hit their target 24 percent of
the time.
In the process of doing the
story, Collegiate Baseball found
that no sighting scope existed for
pitchers such as a sniper has when
focusing in on a target that includes
crosshairs.
Tim Nicely at V-Flex has
introduced a system that allows
pitchers to utilize such a target
during practice which trains
advanced depth perception that
enhances control.
With repeated use, pitchers can
reach their maximum potential

much faster, according to Nicely.
This system took 20 years to
develop and assists the brain in
processing visual information
more efficiently as a round module
is located near the front of home
plate with white tubes that extend
inward on the outside edges of the
strike zone.
With all tubes in place, the eyes
through the brain view a rectangle
of the strike zone which the pitcher
can throw to. These tubes can be left
in place or taken out to make the
visual training more challenging.
The smallest round module is
called the PX-3 which sits at the
front of home plate. You can add
a larger round module (without
the tubes) several feet toward the
pitcher which allows the eyes to
focus even sharper toward the
target. And a third larger round
module can be purchased as well
which is placed even closer to the
pitcher.
Prices range from $525 for the
small module to $1,050 for the
small and medium sized modules.
All three modules called the Deluxe
Pitching Package costs $1,599.
For more information, go on-line
at www.Vflexsports.com
Core Velocity Belt
A highly popular product during
the past year came out called the
Core Velocity Belt.
Invented by Lantz Wheeler and
four years in development, it allows
a pitcher to immediately feel the

CORE VELOCITY BELT
difference on how to engage the
lower half of your body taking the
stress off your arm and allowing
pitchers to throw harder with less
stress.
Essentially the pitcher wears
a belt that has surgical tubing
attached to it which is held by a
player in front or in back of the
pitcher or attached to a stationary
object.

Over 1,000 have been sold to
college and high school level teams
and to 10 Major League teams.
Two big pitching names who
have used the Core Velocity Belt
with great success are Scott Brown
at Vanderbilt and Butch Thompson
at Auburn.
The cost is $399.
For more information, go to
www.baseballthinktank.com/cvbelt
Own The Zone On-Line
Own The Zone is the No. 1
wristband sign system on the
market for baseball and softball.
They have 18 national champions
who have used this pick proof
system of calling signs for players
and over 500 college baseball and
softball programs use it.
For the first time, Own The Zone
will offer the program via a webbased version of the software rather
than a desktop version.
This new technology is a direct
reflection of the times. According
to Gartner, the world’s leading
information technology research
and advisory company, they predict
by 2018 that more than 50 percent
of users will go to a tablet or
smart phone first for all on-line
activities.
That is a key reason why Own
The Zone has made this move.
A number of new enhancements
have also been made to the program
that allows ease of use.
What makes the program so
unique is the level of customization
the program offers. Because Own
The Zone has worked with some
of the best coaches in the country,
they have been able to refine the
product to the point that essentially
no matter what a coach would like
to use the program to implement, it
is doable for pitching and defense
as well as offensive signs.
Some coaches have even refined
the signs so they are color coded.
For instance, you could easily have
green for steal signs on offense. A
red color for steal might mean a
player might only go on a passed
ball to the backstop or not at all.
It can be customized any way a
coach wants.
For more information, go to
www.ownthezonesports.com
Online Donations
Raising money for baseball
programs can be difficult and time
consuming for many coaches.
Many utilize letter writing
campaigns which hit up boosters or
relatives of the baseball players.
With Online Donations, this

V-FLEX SIGHTING SYSTEM FOR PITCHERS

OWN THE ZONE ON-LINE PICK PROOF SIGNS
process has been streamlined as
the donation letter fundraiser has
been combined with the internet
and eliminates the upfront cost of
stamps and envelopes.
Online Donations creates a
custom campaign for a team, and
each player has their own personal
fundraising page they can customize
with their photo and edit their prewritten message and pre-written
tagline.
Players can share their personal
fundraising goal via e-mal, social
media or text message to friends
and family or donations.
Teams can utilize this for a 50inning game or hit-a-thon fundraiser
as money pours into the program.
Donors can show their support
with credit card donations or
checks, and the software tracks all
donations in addition to issuing a

at Lander who was contacted by
Collegiate Baseball.
“It is professionally run, and the
results have been superb without all
the trouble of sending out numerous
letters through the mail. You can
easily keep track of money coming
in through credit card donations and
checks by viewing a page with this
information. Once the campaign is
done, they simply send you a check
for 90% of the total amount.
“They keep 10 percent for
administrative expenses. Even
if people write checks or donate
money with credit cards after
the campaign finishes, they send
you a check for that as well. I
highly recommend them to baseball
coaches. It has made my life a lot
easier.”
For more information, go to
Online Donations’ web site at www.

ONLINE DONATIONS
personalized thank you and receipt.
The software keeps track of how
much each player has raised toward
their personal fundraising goal.
There is no upfront cost to do
a campaign, and the team keeps
up to 90 percent of the total funds
raised with 10 percent going to
Online Donations for administrative
costs.
Since launching the company,
this money raising system has
helped teams in 32 states across the
USA from NCAA Division II teams
to travel ball organizations.
Hoover High School (Hoover,
Ala.) raised over $22,000 with their
campaign.
Southeastern University’s
baseball team hit their fundraising
goal of $7,500 in the first week of
their campaign.
Lander University has had
tremendous success with Online
Donations.
“I can’t say enough about it,”
said Kermit Smith, baseball coach

onlinedonations.us or call (888)
741-2963.
Crossover Symmetry GEN 3
Over a decade ago, Crossover
Symmetry came out with a surgical
tubing exercise program that
allowed for shoulder stability in
achieving top throwing velocity.
Recently they introduced their
Gen 3 with mobility system.
“Mobility isn’t just about
increasing your range of motion,”
said Duggan Moran, President of
Crossover Symmetry.
“It’s also how well you move
within that range of motion. And it
is key to greater velocity, avoiding
dead arm and complete shoulder
health.”
The Gen 3 system combines five
programs, including recovery and
mobility, to heal muscle and fascia
adhesions, micro tears, knots and
constrictions that inhibit movement
and restrict performance.
See INNOVATIVE, Page 7

CROSSOVER SYMMETRY GEN 3 WITH MOBILITY SYSTEM
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Innovative Tools Will Help Game Of Baseball Thrive
Continued From Page 6

The mobility program incorporates Crossover’s patent pending
Mobility Ball Sac. which improves
range of motion through myofascial
release. This technique applies
pressure and movement to tight
muscles and fascia to release knots
that inhibit movement.
Another major improvement
with Crossover Symmetry Gen 3
system is upgraded cord design
and construction. Independent tests
show the cords last over 15 times
longer than the previous model.
The company is so confident
in the new cords that they have
extended the warranty period from
six months to two years.
For more information, contact
www.crossoversymmetry.com
HitTrax VCAM
HitTrax has introduced a
significant enhancement to its data
capture and simulation system
called VCAM (Video Capture and
Analysis Module).
VCAM allows for recorded
video clips of a player’s swing to be
synchronized and catalogued with
the incoming pitch and outgoing
hit data.
Swing clips are automatically
edited down to the swing itself,
saving instructors valuable time
while providing the ability to
perform side-by-side video
comparisons complete with
illustration tools and more.
HitTrax can now quantitatively
show the cause and effect of a
swing, allowing for real-time
instruction and feedback.
The cost is $775 for the high
speed video camera kit, plus $799
per year subscription fee.
This annual subscription includes
the VCAM license, as well as
other advanced HitTrax system
features.
For more information, go to their
web site at www.hittraxbaseball.
com or call (508) 353-3756.
BatFitter
For many years, golfers have
purchased clubs that are specifically
tailored to their body build, swing
dynamics and power generated.
For some reason, baseball players
who purchase bats have not had a
sophisticated tool like golf to show
that a certain bat is better than
another for an individual. Players
have simply gone on the feel of the
bat after swinging several different
models.
That has all changed with
BatFitter, introduced with a duel
partnership between Diamond
Kinetics and DeMarini.
Using the same motion analysis
technology as Diamond Kinetics’

HitTrax VCAM
Swing Tracker, this system will be rounded edges that won’t scuff a
set up in retail locations, training gym floor. In addition, the base has
facilities or at special events to a patented grip-no-go handle which
determine the ideal bat for hitters. makes for easy transport and will fit
After taking 10 warmup swings into most travel bags.
with BatFitter to establish a player’s
It has a quick adjustment range
baseline swing, a player then takes of 23 inches to 46 inches and
seven swings with three different allows hitters to work on their
DeMarini bat models.
swing mechanics throughout the
Each bat is scored on a 10-point strike zone.
scale relative to three types of
The flexible top allows hitters
hitting performance — power, line to feel the ball on contact and not
drive and contact — using seven of the tee.
Diamond Kinetics’ swing metrics
Unlike similar designed tees, the
to determine which bat is the best JUGS patented internal interlocking
for the player.
bolt design prevents slippage of the
A technician trained in looking upper tee stem. The telescoping
at the data will then recommend stem unscrews from the base.
an ideal bat.
What also caught our eye was
For more information, go to: the exceptional 1-year warranty
http://diamondkinetics.com/ and low price of $74.95 for this
category/batfitter/
pro-style tee.
The JUGS T has been endorsed
ChampionWall
by
Albert Pujols, 3-time MVP.
ChampionWall is a synthetic
For
more information, go on the
athletic fence made from 98%
recycled materials, is virtually internet to www.jugssports.com or
maintenance free, and comes with call (800) 547-6843.
a 50 year warranty.
Pro Radar System
The synthetic panels interlock
The new Pro Radar System from
to create a wall capable of self- Pocket Radar is the world’s first
supporting heights up to 14 feet- radar and speed display combination
plus and externally supported to that can easily integrate with modern
heights of 20 feet-plus.
computer systems using standard
ChampionWalls will not dent, USB and operate the remote speed
rust or rot and is available in three display at the same time.
standard colors with an option for
The radar has a range of 300 feet
custom colors.
with an accuracy of 1 mph.
It took approximately 10 years to
What also makes this unique is
design this wall and typically costs that it can be powered with C size
$5 to $7 per square foot of wall batteries for portable use on the
depending on wall height, soils and field all day.
wind speeds.
You also can receive extended
For more information, call (800) battery life using standard USB
4MY WALL or go to their web site power packs or connect directly into
at www.championwall.com
New JUGS T
Batting tees are introduced every
year at the ABCA Convention, and
many are well designed.
The New JUGS T really
impressed the judges this year.
It has a large 14 inch x 11 inch
base which is 1/4 inch thick and
includes a 10 pound steel weight
for stability. Because of this, it will
not tip over and no extra weight is
needed.
It has a rubber covered base with

Improve Your Game
With Rijo Athletics’ App
• Developed by former
pro baseball players
and pro scouts
• Drill videos
• College placement/
showcases
• Coaches’ practice
plans, certifications
• Video Analysis
• Baseball I.Q. trivia
• For more information,
call (425) 486-4878
Coming Soon To

# 1 BASEBALL APP AVAILABLE

www.rijoapp.com

a USB power source or charger that
will run the radar and speed display
independently of the batteries.
The Smart Display has a 3 digit
display that is viewable in bright
sun over 100 feet away.
This system can interface to a
computer and radar module at the
same time.
It is an exceptional product for
coaches working with training
facilities, showcases, camps, clinics
and combines as they will be able
to get instant feedback on ball exit
velocity as well as pitching and
throwing speeds.
It took two years to design and is
available for a special introductory
price of $999.99.
For more information, go on
the internet to: www.PocketRadar.
com
Radar Tee
The Radar Tee is the first batting
tee fitted with electronic sensors
that will measure the batter’s swing
speed, ball exit velocity and the
conversion efficiency of the swing
to produce exit velocity.
Designed by Al Dilz, it is a
powerful training aid that includes
two microwave Doppler radars.
The data can be displayed on a
nearby tablet or smart phone via
Bluetooth technology.
Another unique feature of the
Radar Tee is its angle adjustability
which can be set to the swing plane
angle of the batter.
The Radar Tee costs $479 with
discounts for ABCA members.
For more information, go on the
internet to: www.sportssensors.com
or call (888) 542-9246.
Rio Mobile Baseball App
The Rio Athletics Mobile
Baseball App is an easy to use
interface with 200-plus drill videos,
baseball trivia IQ, video analysis
and live interaction with college
coaches.
It was developed by former
professional baseball players and
current professional scouts.
Two years in the making, the App
is free. But the features of the App
ranges from .99 to $399 depending
on what service is obtained.

For more information, contact
www.rijoapp.com
SST Pitcher Head Guards
Pitchers have always been in
harm’s way for line drives.
The head has been the most
vulnerable exposed area. When
100-plus mph balls have collided
with the skulls of pitchers, serious
damage has resulted, including
brain damage, shattered eye sockets
and even death.
It has always baffled us at
Collegiate Baseball why head
protection for pitchers has not
been mandatory on all levels of
the game.
Safer Sports Technologies has
designed a head guard that is made
of carbon fiber composites making
them stiff, strong and lightweight.
High density polyurethane padding
on the inside of the guards adds

SST PITCHER HEAD GUARDS

comfort and protection.
These inserts sit directly in the
sweat liner of anyh baseball cap
and protect the crown of the head,
forehead region and above the ear.
They protect the most at-risk areas
for a pitcher wihout affecting his
sight lines.
Tests show the guards cut the
level of force in half when compared
to impacts without them.
The cost of the head guards
ranges from $49.95 to $84.95 per
set depending on the size.
For more information, go on the
internet to: www.sstcomposites.
com

